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About
Who we are and why we exist.Egis is a leading global consulting, construction engineering and operating firm. We work side by side with clients to build a more balanced, sustainable and resilient world.


About egisOur Group

Our purpose, our values

Our leadership team

Our awards

Our publications


VisionOur strategic vision

Our brands and acquisitions

Digital transformation


About our CSRCorporate Social Responsibility

Ethics and Compliance

Diversity and gender equality

Reports, charters and codes

Egis Foundation






Sectors
Egis spans over 9 core sectors We work alongside our clients on every step of their journey. Across every aspect of transport, infrastructure and the built environment. All around the globe.


TransportUrban and transit

Rail transport

Air transport

Road transport

Maritime and waterway transport

Major structures

Geotechnical engineering


CityBuildings

Cities

Industry

Sports & Events


Sustainable resourcesEnergy

Water

Environment






How we help
From idea to operation. Combining deep technical expertise with close collaboration, we help design and operate smart, sustainable transport, cities and utilities — unlocking success for our clients.


Advisory & DeliveryConsultancy and advisory

Design and engineering

Programme and project management

Training and certification


Managing & operatingInfrastructure management

Mobility and urban services

Road users services


TransformationSustainability

Digital engineering

Smart mobility

Cybersecurity






ProjectsLocations
Global footprint. Local perspective.With a network that spans over 100 countries in Europe, the Middle East, India, Latin America, Africa and Asia-Pacific, we can resource projects in every region.


Europe & Central Asia

Middle East

Africa

Asia

Australia & New Zealand

Latin America

North America

Contact us







News & insights
Discover what’s next.Explore emerging trends and discover in-depth reports on issues affecting the built environment, future transport and sustainable infrastructure, along with breaking company news.


NewsAll news

Press & media


InsightsAll insights


EventsUpcoming events






Careers
Join Egis.Joining us is an opportunity to make a valuable, positive impact on the world, whilst growing and developing as a person. Explore open vacancies here.


life at egisWhy Egis?

Our people









English
French
Español
Português



















Sectors •Aviation

Aviation
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Complex and challenging, globally networked, highly regulated and safety-critical – yet also subject to market forces and ‘shocks’ – it’s hardly surprising that few firms can claim to truly understand the aviation industry. We do. 
Contact our Aviation team


Our Aviation expertise.
Airports

Air traffic management


With over 4,000 successful projects delivered in 100+ countries, our experts have provided trusted consultancy and design and engineering solutions to institutions, ANSPs and airport operators through almost every significant change in the industry.

We’re proud to offer end to end aviation consulting, engineering and operational services, giving you access to some of the best minds in the industry along with trusted processes, powerful tools and advanced systems.

Our key areas of expertise:

	Consultancy: Access leading global aviation experts
	Design and engineering: Build better infrastructure and systems
	Project management: End-to-end support for complex and safety-critical projects 
	Operations and maintenance: Secure the experience of established airport operators 
	Sustainability: Reduce carbon, mitigate environmental impact and use ‘green’ energy 
	Digital and cybersecurity: Leverage data to improve operations, inform strategy and manage risks
	Future air mobility: Drive change with practical innovation and transition planning


















Together shaping the future of aviation.













4,000successful projects in the last 20 yearsWorking on projects large and small, for hundreds of customers  across the world, shaping aviation for a more sustainable future


10+ yearsLeadership  on drones & future flightWhite papers to detailed studies, regulatory support & working groups. Egis has in depth understanding of this emerging sector.


20airports managedWe know how to meet the needs of airport decision-makers and passengers.















skeyes takes a partnership approach to business and it’s the same with Egis. Working with a core team who understand us and the vision we are working towards, we pull in specialists as and when we need them. Most recently, they helped us evaluate the options for the future of our ATM system. They also supported us in defining the requirements for remote digital towers.

Geoffray RobertsDG Projects, Strategy & Performance - skeyes
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In the boardroom, on the tarmac, or in the tower, our experts gather data, build relationships and solve problems









Our approach.

End-to-end. Interconnected.

With deep knowledge and services that span the entire landscape – from designing greenfield airports right through to redesigning airspace – we help you understand your project from every angle.

For connected challenges, we can draw on specialist expertise across Egis for insight into energy, water, buildings, Mobility as a Service (MaaS), rail, road and more.

Informed.

As industry insiders, we help shape policy and regulatory developments. We can help you leverage the data and methodologies you need to stay ahead of change.

Flexible.

As your partner, we put your needs at the heart of all decisions we make on the project. Our many long-standing relationships - such as working with both the Single European Sky Unit and DSNA for 15 years – are testament to this.













How we help.

With a global team of world-class aviation experts and our airport network as a testbed for ideas, we offer new, exciting and tailored ways to approach your challenges.

Consultancy.

We provide independent thought leadership and hands-on support with everything from policy to performance, assets and infrastructure, strategy and risk.

We work with you to understand your goals, scan the horizon for risks and opportunities and discover more effective and innovative ways to deliver your services. Our consultancy clients include airports, ANSPs, governments and regulators.

Design and engineering.

Egis is a globally recognised leader in design and engineering for aviation infrastructure. We have designed and delivered some of the world’s most complex and innovative projects in airports, air traffic management and airspace. You benefit from tried and tested, agile methodology that helps you implement objectives faster and with better cost control.

Operations and maintenance.

We have the unique ability to deliver airport engineering projects and manage them through their lifecycle, while bringing in extra layers of expertise through our role as airport operators. Whether as a shareholder, operating partner or advisor under technical assistance contracts, by working with you in the long term, we help to ensure that your assets are operationally, financially and environmentally efficient. You benefit from the latest, relevant technological innovations as soon as they emerge.

Sustainability.

We help clients think strategically about sustainability. Across the board, we’re helping the industry take pragmatic steps to tackle carbon emissions and create a sustainable future. This includes reducing carbon emissions both on the ground and in the air, by optimising operations, sequestering emissions, improving soil management and renovating energy sources. In parallel, we are working on noise management, biodiversity conservation initiatives and on improving air quality.

Our comprehensive range of services supports this holistic approach, starting with strategic studies, enabling customers to measure their impact and make informed decisions in line with sustainable development objectives. This includes delivering impact and feasibility studies and developing sustainability roadmaps. Across the project life cycle, this global approach extends to all aspects of engineering: from procurement support through to eco-design, project management and support to commissioning

Digital and cybersecurity.

Whether it’s operational insights through Digital Twin or advising on remote or digital towers for ANSPs, we help you advance your services through digitalisation. With world-leading cybersecurity services, we ensure that every implementation is designed securely, from start to finish and beyond.

Future air mobility.

From delivery drones to air taxis, our sector expertise provides a vital bridge to tomorrow’s aspirations for regulators, governments, operators and users. Our experts are working at the forefront of planning for future flight and its implications for everyone in aviation.















Our sector leaders.
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Patrick ViellardRegional Director Europe & Africa
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Thomas BiecheRegional Director Middle East & South Asia
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Emmanuel MichauxRegional Director Americas & Pacific
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Carole DupréATM Director
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Antoine BonnaudAirport Director




Contact our Aviation team







Related projects.
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Single European Sky: at the heart of policy making 
Brussels, Europe
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Multiple projects advancing Remote Digital Towers
Various, Europe
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Abidjan airport concession
Côte d'Ivoire, Africa
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Refurbishing airside infrastructure with minimal disruption at 3 international airports
Cambodia
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Future Flight: A First-of-a-Kind Safety Framework
United Kingdom
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Environmental roadmap for Ostend-Bruges International Airport
Belgium









View all






Related news & insights.
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News • 4 Mins •

Advancing the Digital European Sky with the European Satellite Services Provider (ESSP)
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News • 4 Mins •

Award winners! Congratulations to Zanzibar AAKIA airport, supported by Egis/SEGAP, awarded for excellence in customer service
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News • 2 Mins •

Egis and Gartner chosen to support SESAR 3 JU with accelerating delivery of the Digital European Sky
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 4 Mins •

Orchestration – hands off management of systems
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News • 3 Mins •

Tanzania, dnata, Emirates Leisure Retail and SEGAP to ensure world-class services at Zanzibar Abeid Amani Karume International Airport’s new terminal (T3)









All news


All insights










Press & media

Stay updated with our newsletterSubscribe)
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